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According to our sources, Toyota’s head-turning FT-86, a rear-wheel drive sports car jointly developed with Subaru 
(Toyota Motor Corporation owns a 16.5% stake in Subaru’s parent company) will be imported into South Africa, 
with Toyota SA hoping to price it below R300 000. Full story on page 2.

Excitement! Passion! ... Toyota?
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While the FT designation stands for 
Future Toyota, we believe the Celica 
nameplate could re-emerge after the car 
gets here (possibly in 2012), as this has 
been the name given to numerous four-
cylinder Toyota coupés in the past.

Toyota Japan first produced a Celica 
in 1970, which continued through sev-
en generations, until production was 
stopped in 2006 – the same year when 
Toyota South Africa last had a proper 
performance production car in its show-
rooms (few will forget the 1.8-litre 141 
kW RSi motor, which had to be discon-
tinued when it’s modification in order 
to meet Euro 5 emission requirements 
became too expensive).

Speaking of engines, the striking-
looking FT is powered by a somewhat 
conservative, we feel, 2.0-litre naturally-
aspirated engine jointly developed be-
tween the two Japanese car firms.

Subaru brings its  newly developed 
horizontally opposed boxer engine, 
while Toyota adds its D-4S technology 
(direct injection combined with port 
injection) which together, are said to 
increase horsepower and torque without 
sacrificing fuel consumption or bypass 
environmental considerations.

This flat-four petrol engine is mated 
to either a six-speed manual or six-speed 
automatic transmission, with the manual 
offering what Toyota describes as “quick 
and precise shifts with a short-throw”. 
The makers say the automatic trans-
mission features sporty shifts control-
led by steering-wheel-mounted paddles. 
Interestingly, power will be distributed 
to the rear wheels via a limited-slip diff, 
which could make it an ideal drift car.

However, this “tame” naturally-
aspirated version is likely to be the 
“volume seller” in the niche range, 
with hotter derivatives arriving later. 
In fact, Toyota has already revealed 
the FT-86 G Sports Concept version, 
which promises much with its carbon 
fibre panels, vented bonnet, large rear 
spoiler, 19-inch wheels, Recaro bucket 
seats and roll cage. But of most interest 

to us is its horizontally opposed engine 
which, in this trim, is livened up via 
forced-induction.

Based on an entirely new front-en-
gine, rear-wheel drive platform, the pro-
duction model is said to offer the driver 
high levels of stability and manoeuvra-
bility, thanks to lightweight design and a 
low centre of gravity.

It was designed by the Toyota 
European Design and Development 
Centre and boasts increased dimensions 
compared to its conceptual predecessor. 
Toyota says the production model will be 
shown at the October 2011 Tokyo Motor 
Show, with European sales expected 
to commence in 2012. There is also a 
good chance that a fully homologated 
demo unit will make an appearance at 
this year’s Johannesburg International 
Motor Show in October. ■

Toyota re‑kindles the flame
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sTaff WriTer

Eckart Mayer has been appointed to Mercedes-Benz South Africa (Pty) Ltd (MBSA’s) ex-
ecutive committee, as Vice-President responsible for Sales and Marketing.

Mayer has held various assignments in Daimler over the past 22 years. He holds a 
degree in Business Administration and has substantial experience in the passenger car 
sales network. 

After his initial five years in Commercial Vehicles, Mayer held positions in the US-
based regional office for Latin America, as well as central market management for the Asia/
Pacific region in Stuttgart. He has been responsible for the Mercedes-Benz car brand in 
South Africa for the last five years. 

“We are delighted that Eckart is joining our executive team. We are convinced that his 
extensive experience in the company is a superb foundation for him to lead this key area 
in our company. He joins the leadership team having good strategic insight into our busi-
ness,” says Dr Martin Zimmermann, CEO of MBSA. ■

Eckart Mayer joins  
executive leadership team

Editor’s Note

This edition of AutoLive is quite 
diverse in content; as well it should 
be, given the vast range of activity 
that falls under the general head-
ing of the “Automotive Sector”. 
There are stories ranging from the 
art of dealership multi-franchising 
to the resolve of motoring journal-
ist Geoff Dalglish to circumnavi-
gate the planet on foot, no less!

Our lead story on Toyota’s im-
minent re-entry into the “excitement segment” of the new car mar-
ket is interesting in that it drives home just how much the game has 
changed over the past few decades. Brand image has never been 
more important than it is today, but it is vital for companies to 
not only capitalise on their traditional brand values, but also to re-
invent themselves to keep pace with ever-changing expectations.

Toyota built its foundation in this country – and indeed, glo-
bally–by being very focussed on providing value for money and 
reliability first and foremost. That formula saw it achieve amaz-
ing success in both the passenger and commercial vehicle sectors, 
overtaking the traditional European and British players in this 
market because of its no-nonsense approach to transportation.

A company that reacted in an interesting way to this was 
Volkswagen, which had achieved iconic status with its original 
“people’s car”, the Beetle. When the Golf replaced the Beetle, the 
GTi version introduced in 1976 redefined performance cars in gen-
eral, and VW as a company. That missing “excitement factor” was 
added, and today VW is vying for Number One status as a global 
producer of transport.

Mercedes-Benz had to undergo the same transformation too, 
changing its client base from grey-suits-only to include people who 
may don a Nomex race suit on weekends. That process here started 
with its “four-eyes” E Class model in 1996, and today Mercs are as-
sociated as much with stonking performance as they are with trad 
values of reliability and quality.

Toyota needs to get this process moving now as soon as pos-
sible, because brands like Kia and Hyundai have undercut its po-
sition as the first choice supplier of quality hassle-free personal 
mobility. And the way the world is moving (quickly), the Koreans 
will have to start re-thinking their own brand positioning soon, 
because the Chinese, they are-a-coming.

Meanwhile, we have a motoring man who has gone through 
what seems to be the complete curve and gone back to his roots, so 
to speak. We wish Geoff Dalglish all the luck in the world as he sets 
off on his earth pilgrimage today, July 7, 2011.

Stuart Johnston,
Editor
stujohn@autolive.co.za

To advertise in  call Kay‑Leigh Els on 
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AutoLive, a convenient e-zine delivered twice a 
month, is the best way to keep up to date with news 
and views about all facets pertaining to the South 
African and international motor industry’s.

Importantly, the concept has been embraced 
by the organised SA motor industry – AutoLive has 
already been provided with membership mailing 
lists by the:

 ■ Retail Motor Industry organisation RMI
 ■ Motor Industry Staff Association (MISA)
 ■ National Association of Component and 
Allied Manufacturers (NAACAM)

 ■ McCarthy Motor Group
This is in addition to a comprehensive list of people 
operating within the industry. Furthermore, nego-
tiations for further meaningful subscriber lists are 
on-going. We have had an excellent response to our 
dummy and launch issues, and it appears this prod-
uct has great potential as a source of news within 
the biggest manufacturing sector of the South 
African economy.

Advertisers who are suppliers or service pro-
viders to any facet of the SA motor industry are 
seen by a focussed target market. In addition, the e-
zine format has an immediacy lacking in traditional 

print media, therefore getting information across 
faster with less lead time.

Who should advertise?
 ■ Companies looking to recruit employees for 
specialist positions in the motor industry

 ■ Companies looking for franchisees
 ■ Companies looking for dealers for new vehi-
cle brands

 ■ Automotive marketing consultants
 ■ Training organisations
 ■ Market research companies
 ■ Business management consultants
 ■ IT companies 
 ■ Fleet management companies
 ■ Suppliers of workshop equipment
 ■ Car care companies
 ■ Panel beaters and dent removers
 ■ Auction houses
 ■ Courier companies
 ■ Service providers in the finance and insur-
ance industry

 ■ Vehicle tracking system suppliers
 ■ Organisers of exhibitions and conferences
 ■ Tyre fitment centres

 ■ Suppliers of car care products
 ■ Suppliers of automotive replacement parts
 ■ Roadworthy testing centres
 ■ Printers
 ■ Accounting firms

Autolive advertising rates are very cost effective and 
we are able to make up advertisements at reasonable 
rates. ■

Why you should advertise in Autolive

To hear more call Kay-Leigh Els on 
 072 2626 839 or e-mail her at 

sales@autolive.co.za 

sTaff WriTer

Imperial Auto Auctions, which is in a 
growth phase as one of the country’s 
major auction houses specialising in 
selling motor vehicles, has been given 
a major boost by entering into a joint 
venture with AA Autobay. The latter 
organisation concentrates on sell-
ing privately owned vehicles to pri-
vate buyers and facilitates the entire 
transaction.

This joint venture is a wonderful 
value-add for Imperial Auto Auction 
which is now able to offer buyers not 
only finance on the floor, but also 
other products such as insurance and 
warranties. 

Previously private buyers had to 
come to the auctions with either cash 
or pre-approved finance. This will 
no longer be necessary as they can 
arrange finance on the auction floor 

with five trained AA Autobay repre-
sentatives to assist them.

Imperial Auto Auctions can also 
now take a trade-in or can list a ve-
hicle on the AA Autobay website so 
that it can be sold privately through 
its joint venture partner.

When selling a car privately AA 
Autobay lists the car on its website, 

arranges finance and insurance and 
handles all the administration. It of-
fers a safe environment to buy or sell 
a car privately by handling the test 
drive with the buyer and when a deal 
is concluded it guarantees payment to 
the seller.

AA Autobay has a state-of-the-
art showroom at the new premises 

of Imperial Auto Auctions located in 
Meadowdale, Gauteng. It is situated 
at 19 Herman Road, between CTM 
and Makro, alongside the R24, with 
access from the Barbara Road and 
Edenvale off-ramps. 

Buying a vehicle privately or on 
auction can often be a very intimidat-
ing experience, for the private cus-
tomer, but they can now be guided 
step by step by a highly skilled and 
experienced sales team.

Imperial Auto Auction’s sales on 
a Monday are mainly bank reposses-
sions from major financial institu-
tions. The most popular auction is 
that held on the last Monday of every 
month where the focus is on more af-
fordable vehicles. This auction usual-
ly has about 100 so-called “cheapies” 
selling for less than R50  000, which 
are ideal for students or those look-
ing for a second car or older model 
4x4. ■

Imperial Auto Auctions joins forces with AA Autobay
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sTaff WriTer

The Retail Motor Industry organisation (RMI) wel-
comes the downward adjustment of proposed e-toll 
tarifffs by the Steering Committee of the Gauteng 
Freeway Improvement Project, but has come out 
strongly against the actual tariffs presented and the 
way they were put forward. 

“Stakeholders were limited to information 
sharing instead of participation,” says RMI CEO 
Jeff Osborne. The rates were decided upon prior to 
task group input at the Midrand Conference Centre 
on Thursday (30 June, 2011).

According to Transport Director-General and 
Chairperson of the Steering Committee, George 
Mahlalela, the recommendations will now be sub-
mitted to the Ministers of Transport and Finance, 
as well as the Premier of Gauteng, for review and 
final pronouncement. The process will then be 
steered by Transport Minister Sibusiso Ndebele 
through national cabinet.

Mahlalela said the Committee had listened to 
and “taken on board” the input of stakeholders. 

Osborne says points raised by the majority of 
stakeholders -not just the automotive sector–have 
not been taken on board, and that an embargo on 
access to many of the input studies mentioned in 
the report prevents stakeholders from seeing how 
their input was interpreted. 

“Finalised recommendations were announced 
at a press conference prior to Thursday’s task group 

input meeting in Midrand, ” he says. “This makes us 
question government’s commitment to stakeholder 
engagement.”

No stakeholders outside of government were 
invited onto the Steering Committee, and its re-
port does not address the complexity of the tariff 
structures. There is insufficient information about 
possible changes with regards to off-peak and fre-
quent user discounts. Some stakeholders believe the 
general opacity of the report makes it impossible to 
comment on whether the proposed downward ad-
justments go far enough at this stage. 

Osborne, however, says the revised tariffs fall 
far short of stakeholders’ expectations. He believes 
an across-the-board toll of 10 cents per kilometre 
would be reasonable.

Toll tariffs were originally announced in 
February, with a tariff of 66c per kilometre pro-
posed as the charge for a vehicle without an e-tag 
account.

The Steering Committees recommended re-
vised toll tariffs per kilometre for vehicles with an 
e-tag account:

 ■ Motorcycles down from 30c to 24c
 ■ Light vehicles from 49.5c to 40c 
 ■ Medium vehicles from R1.49 to R1.00
 ■ Large vehicles R2.97 to R2.00
 ■ Taxis from 16.5c to 11c
 ■ Commuter buses from 50c to 36.3c 

“The revised tariff of 11c per kilometre for commut-
er taxis and 40c for light vehicles shows that these 
revisions do not provide for an equitable method of 
collection,” says Osborne.

He questions whether the Steering Committee 
understands how such a steep additional cost will 
affect the consumer. “Consumers already have 
electricity hikes, and increases in rates and taxes to 
contend with. With these revisions, the poor will 
become poorer.”

In many cases, businesses will have to bear 
these costs, and may have to compensate staff for 
travel. They will have to factor this in when con-
sidering growth opportunities and taking on new 
staff. “This does not align with Government’s policy 
of stimulating economic growth and creating new 
and sustainable employment opportunities.”

There are other methods of raising the neces-
sary funds, says Osborne. The ring-fenced fuel-levy 
option is favoured by the vast majority of stakehold-
ers as an all-round better option. “It will be a sim-
pler and cheaper method, as well as more efficient 
and, importantly, more equitable.”

Compliance risks and high administrative costs 
are additional drawbacks that could put the success 
of the e-tolling system on the line.The RMI is work-
ing with other sectors under the banner of Business 
Unity South Africa on engaging the Ministers of 
Transport and Finance on the matter, and possibly 
asking Parliament’s Transport Portfolio Committee 
to have public hearings on the matter. ■

Gauteng toll revisions and 
process unacceptable – RMI
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sTuarT JohnsTon

Lazarus Motor Company has proved that the con-
cept can not only work, but it can be one of the 
most successful ways of doing business in the motor 
trade. The company’s financial year has just ended 
and Colin Lazarus has reported that, in extremely 
difficult conditions, his company has enjoyed its 
second-best year of profitability in its history–the 
best unsurprisingly being the “boom-year” of 2006.

Colin didn’t release specific figures during 
AutoLive’s interview, but their ballpark dealer-
ship stats, quoted quite recently to the writer, are 
ultra-impressive:

 ■ A total of six franchise houses under one 
roof, including Ford, Mazda, Jaguar, Land 
Rover, Volvo and Kia, as well as a used-car 
division

 ■ A combined workshop  vehicle-servicing count 
of over 100 cars a day

 ■ A multi-story building with 30  000 square 
metres of under-roof space

 ■ Sales that total over 400 cars a month 
(including used cars)

 ■ Multiple Dealer of the Year awards from 
Ford, including a recent Land Rover Dealer 
of the Year achievement

 ■ An annual turnover now comfortably 
exceeding R1.2-billion!

“The secret is having the right product at the right 
time,” says Lazarus, 53-years-old, and celebrating 
31 years as master of his ship in the motor business, 
having taken over the tiny-by-comparison Lazarus 
Ford Bronkhorstspruit dealership in 1980, after his 
father Gerry died suddenly.

“Kia is flying right now,” he says, confiding that 
his Kia outlet sold 55 cars last month, and looking 
forward to new entry-level models from the Korean 
company.

“Land Rover continues to amaze me, the way 
it’s fought back from such a difficult spell when its 
product was not up to scratch. And Volvo is turning 
itself around nicely too.”

The key factor in making each franchise work 
is to run them as separate entities as far as customer 
interface is concerned, while employing the back-
room synergies that result in significant cost savings.

“Each of our franchises has its own workshop 
in our building,” says Lazarus, explaining this was a 

key factor in establishing the multi-franchise busi-
ness at outset.

“You don’t want a Jaguar customer walking into 
the workshop and see a Kia costing R100 000 being 
serviced next to his XKRS costing R1.8-million. The 
Kia customer would be happy when he walked in, 
but not the Jag guy.”

Specific brand managers are also key to ensur-
ing that focus remains pitched on each franchise.

Multi‑franchising: making it work
Back in 2000, when Colin Lazarus proposed his multi-franchise dealership 
located just off the N1 in Centurion, there was lots of resistance to the 
concept. Mult-franchising made good sense on paper, said the naysayers, 
but in practice one brand always suffered at the hands of the other.

Colin Lazarus

continued on next page 
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“Apart from the admin cost savings, it is a fact 
that the different brands feed off each other. We 
have had customers come in here, the guy looks at 
a Land Rover for himself and ends up buying a Kia 
for his daughter, a Jaguar for his wife and a Ford for 
his son. If we’d only had the Land Rover franchise 
we would have lost those other sales.

“This trend added to our customer data base 
exponentially, and we use it properly. There are 
certain communications that will only go out to 
customers of a single brand. But, if you know 
that a customer has a Jaguar, and a daughter just 
old enough to drive, you may send him news 
of a new entry-level Kia that’s about to hit the 
market.”

Lazarus’s roots go way back with Ford, as his 
grandfather established the family dealership in 
Bronkhorstpruit back in the 1950s, and his fa-
ther secured the Ford agency in 1969. For the past 
seven years Lazarus Motor Company has been 
Ford Dealer of the Year in South Africa, and he is 
on first name terms with Ford’s top international 

management because of what his company has done 
for the Ford name here.

But he gets visibly excited about all his brands. 
“You’ve got to have good product. And in this re-
spect Land Rover has amazed me. It’s no secret the 
company went through tough times, with respect 
to the original Freelander and other models too. 
But when we launched Disco 4, it was the first time 
ever we were launching a new model to existing 
customers that were happy with Disco 3, and 90 
% of them were happy to upgrade. Now Disco 4 
probably has the best re-sale values of any SUV on 
the local market. If you price the car right without 
being greedy, you are in good shape.”

Lazarus Motor Company has a strong interest in 
re-sale values, as its used car outlet accounts for a ma-
jor portion of its monthly sales total of over 400 cars.

Lazarus is aware that pricing has been an is-
sue with Mazda products because of the strength of 
the Japanese Yen. He maintains the Mazdas “never 
break” and is expecting Mazda sales to rise on the 
back of a new marketing strategy soon to be launched.

Kia’s upcoming launch of the new Picanto has 
him excited, and as for Volvo, he is quietly satisfied 

in the way that product has been improved, al-
though he says the Swedish brand’s pricing could 
still be more competitive.

“We aim to be the best dealer with all our fran-
chises, and we are getting close to that.” ■

 continued from previous page

sTaff WriTer

Avis has received a “Special Commendation” 
award as runner-up in the category “Water Care” 
at the Mail & Guardian’s “Greening the Future” 
Awards.

“The award is further recognition of Avis’ envi-
ronmental initiatives which have already been rec-
ognised by our recent Climate Change Leadership 
award and our status as a top three finalist in the 
‘Green Office Week’ awards,” comments chief ex-
ecutive, Wayne Duvenage.

“We are pleased that our efforts in acting and 
behaving responsibly towards the environment and 
our communities as we go about our work are being 
recognised more frequently,” he continues. “This 
month, Rhodes University Business School will 
feature the Avis Journey of Sustainability as a case 
study in its curriculum, providing an example of 
how our business has successfully entrenched sus-
tainable business practices and behaviour within 
the organisation.”

Wayne attributes these successes to the excep-
tional contribution provided by Avis staff, who have 
carried their culture of constantly enhanced per-
formance into Avis’ “Green Journey”.  ■

Avis’ sustainability efforts honoured 
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sTuarT JohnsTon

“My life has been a wonderful celebration of power, 
speed, and the passion and creativity of car design-
ers and like-minded petrolheads everywhere,” says 
Geoff Dalglish, a former motor magazine editor, 
race and rally driver, 4x4 instructor and overland 
expedition guide.

“I make no apologies for a life lived to the limit 
which was a rollercoaster of fun and adventure 
these past four decades, but increasingly I realised 

that the way I was living simply wasn’t sustainable–
my carbon footprint was so huge and heavy that I’d 
need the equivalent of around five Planet Earths to 
carry one like this.

“Could I, with my hand on my heart, look my 
beloved daughters Bonnie and Tammy in the eye 
and say: I’ve done my best to leave you and your 
children’s children a world as magnificent as the 
one I was born into?”

Geoff admits that this vital question had 
him squirming in discomfort and realising that 
something had to change. He decided to embrace 
Mahatma Gandhi’s entreaty to Be the change you 
wish to see in the world, also agreeing with his state-
ment that There is enough in this world for everyone’s 
needs, but not enough for anybody’s greed.

“Deep down we all know that our current way 
of life isn’t sustainable and instead of burying my 
head in the sand I’ve chosen to try and make a 

difference with a high-profile pilgrimage. It’s a case 
of skidmarks to gentle footsteps.”

On July 7 Geoff begins walking from the Isle of 
Iona, off the west coast of Scotland, to Findhorn, the 
international community with the lowest recorded 
ecological footprint in the developed world. “From 
there I intend to walk 40 075km, the equivalent of the 
circumference of the planet, with a message about 
treading more lightly upon our beautiful Earth.

“I used to joke that why would God give me 
Porsches, Ferraris and 4x4s to play with if she in-
tended me to walk. Now I plan to do exactly that.”

The decision has met with surprise, amusement 
and even admiration.

Among his well-wishers are Desmond Tutu, 
Archbishop Emeritus, Nobel Peace laureate and 
the former head of South Africa’s ground-breaking 

From Petrolhead to Pilgrim

World walk … Geoff Dalglish is hiking from the Scottish island of Iona to Findhorn as part 
of a plan to walk the equivalent of the circumference of the Earth. 
Photograph: Inga Hendriks

Dad’s sendoff … Geoff Dalglish with his 
daughters Tammy Lapping, left, and  
Bonnie Dalglish.
Photograph: Inga Hendriks

A former motoring journalist and speed addict has finally kicked the habit and plans to walk 40 075km with a 
message about treading more lightly upon the Earth.

continued on next page 
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Truth and Reconciliation Committee, who invites 
him to: “Walk gently on Mother Earth. She is the 
only one we have.”

He adds: “Thank you Geoff for reminding us to 
be reverent and caring for the environment. God go 
with you.”

“It is payback time,” says the 62-year-old en-
thusiast who has raced, rallied, helped set national 
speed and endurance records and represented 
South Africa in events like the muddy mayhem of 
the Malaysian Rainforest Challenge and Camel 
Trophy torturefest.

“Funnily enough I had my epiphany during 
the 1995 Camel Trophy while lying on my back and 
counting shooting stars in the wilds of Guatemala. I 
knew my life had to change but the changes were in-
cremental as I tried to use my platform as a magazine 
editor and columnist with a national newspaper to 
raise awareness on environmental motoring issues.”

This included devising a 4x4 Code of Ethics 
that has since been widely embraced.

He looks back on a motoring career with so 
many highlights including driving the all-conquer-
ing rally Audi Quattro S1 in anger; performing a 
number of hot laps around Ferrari’s Fiorano test 
track in an F40; lapping the original Nurburgring 
circuit; setting the pace in national off-road races 
with convincing class victories; and leading pio-
neering overland expeditions from Timbuktu to 
Table Mountain in a Toyota Fortuner; and from 
China to Cape Town in a budget two-wheel-drive 
Chana bakkie.

And earlier this year he became the first per-
son ever to drive a conventional vehicle to the South 
African research base deep within Antarctica, a feat 
performed at the wheel of an Arctic Trucks Toyota 
Hilux AT38.

“So many of those kindred motoring enthusi-
asts and colleagues have become great friends and 
I’m so grateful for the times, experiences and places 
we’ve shared. 

“Now I walk as an Earth Pilgrim who takes 
time to appreciate the wonders of Nature and in-
terconnectedness of all things; recognising that we 
humans are but a strand in the intricate web of life.

“Gaia Earth or Mother Nature is a miraculous 
self-organising, self-healing and interdependent 
system – and we humans are part of it but don’t own 
or control it. My aim is to raise awareness about the 
magnificence of our planetary home and the ben-
efits of treading more lightly upon it.”

With him for the start of his world walk are his 
daughters Bonnie Dalglish, 30, and Tammy Lapping, 
28. “I’m so thrilled that they are here to see me off on 
what is undoubtedly the most significant adventure 
I’ve undertaken. Their support means so much.

“For me it is a transition from a life of materi-
alism to one of reverence and gratitude. It’s about 
choices. If you see life as a miraculous journey it will 

take you to amazing places. It’s also about recognis-
ing that feelings are the language of the soul and 
honouring the wisdom of those inner promptings 
– even if it means massive upheaval and a dramatic 
change of direction.

“Now I choose a simpler and more sustainable 
way of living that is joyful and fulfilling. Instead of 
acquiring ever-more things while chasing the man-
tra of materialism – Bigger, Better and More–I’m 
enjoying having enough but no more than I need. 
And I’m appreciating that unnecessary possessions 
become unnecessary burdens. The more things you 
have the more you have to take care of them.

“Look at the electric fencing around luxury 
homes if ever you doubted that – and listen to the 
sounds of the night which are often car and house 
alarms instead of owls or nightjars.”

His initial walk from Iona to Findhorn honours 
the inspiring role the community has played in his 
life recently and will also spotlight the Findhorn 
Foundation’s participation in the wider world 
as a founding member of the Global Ecovillage 
Network.

“The first leg of the journey to Findhorn is little 
more than 300km, including a hike up Ben Nevis, 
Britain’s highest mountain. But it is a bite-sized 
chunk that’s entirely manageable as I don’t wish to be 
intimidated by the idea of walking over 40 000km, 
which will probably take around eight years.

“To date my longest continuous hike has been 
16 days through the high Himalayas to Everest Base 
Camp, and each step was exhilarating and inspiring. 
So I can’t wait to begin this walk. What freedom!”

Visit www.earthpilgrimafrica.com ■

Flashback … Geoff with the McLaren F1 which he regarded as the pinnacle of the car 
maker’s art. Photograph: Inga Hendriks

Torturefest … Geoff, left, at the end of the gruelling 1995 Camel Trophy.
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‘When spider webs unite, they can tie up a lion’

This proverb, apparently Ethiopian in origin, im-
mediately struck a chord in me. This is what the 
RMI is all about. This is why members are invalu-
able to the RMI, and why the RMI is invaluable to 
members.

Without membership, the RMI would cease 
to exist. Instead, we’re growing. We now represent 
over 7 500 businesses. And there’s good reason for 
this growth. Being a member of the RMI doesn’t 
just free you up to focus on your core business–it 
enhances your ability to do business in the best way 
possible. Small businesses traditionally have little or 
no say when it comes to the bigger picture, but as 
part of the RMI, you have clout.

Take the Consumer Protection Act: being 
tasked by government along with NAAMSA and 
NAACAM to write Codes of Practice for the mo-
tor industry was a big deal for the RMI. The mo-
tor industry was certainly one of the first sectors in 
the South African economy to have such a say–and 
our input will go a long way towards protecting 
members from the risk of ending up in consumer 
court and facing fines of up to R1-million, or 10% 
of turnover, and/or a jail sentence. The RMI is now 
a stipulated alternative dispute resolution (ADR) 
participant in the Consumer Protection Act. This is 
a big feather in our collective cap.

The above confirms that the RMI is taken seri-
ously. Collectively, we have credibility, and are re-
spected and recognised by all stakeholders. When 
the RMI speaks, government listens, big business 

listens, trade unions listen. Progress in areas of 
direct importance to you is made. We continually 
negotiate for better deals for our members.

In the past year, we have continued to notch up 
successes, deliver results, and make progress. But 
we appreciate that the economic downturn may still 
be affecting some members.

The ultimate beneficiary of all our activities is 
the consumer – your customer – and it is your RMI 
membership that distinguishes you from your com-
petitors in the eyes of the consumer.

Thanks to our ongoing advertising and aware-
ness campaign, consumers are becoming increas-
ingly aware that dealing with an RMI-accredited 
member ensures high standards of business eth-
ics and service delivery. As this awareness grows, 
consumers will insist on doing business with RMI 
members more and more. 

May I thank you in anticipation of early pay-
ment of your value for money subscription fee, 
thank you for your continued loyalty and sup-
port, and confirm that all RMI staff are dedicated 
to rendering service excellence to you, our valued 
member. ■

Jeff Osborne
CEO
Retail Motor Industry organisation

The Jeff Osborne column

Wilken Communication Management was 
established in 1997 with the major focus of 
its operations being the South African 
motor industry.
 
Over the years it has developed into a one-
stop communication and marketing service 
provider specialising in this industry.
 
It is staffed by some of the most 
experienced people in the marketing and 
communications environment  of the South 
African motor industry.

simplifyingCOMMUNICATIONS

237 Rigel Avenue Waterkloof Ridge, Pretoria, 0181      Tel  (012) 460 4448      Fax   (012) 460 4514 www.wilkencomm.co.za

 
WCM can provide services from strategic 
planning to product launches, media brieÞngs, 
event management and ongoing public 
relations campaigns. It also has a publishing 
arm which can produce newsletters, 
magazines and coffee table books.
 
For more information contact: Jacques Wilken 
- jwilken@mweb.co.za

Jeff Osborne
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sTuarT JohnsTon

You have to be a wide awake eco-bunny to recognise 
the Jazz Hybrid’s credentials from kerbside, limited 
as they are to a modest “Hybrid” badge at the rear 
and an “IMA” decal on the rear glass. Integrated 
Motor Assist is Honda’s tagline for its Hybrid mod-
els, and the phrase actually means what it says: this 
is not an electric car by any means, but a normal car 
that employs a small efficient petrol engine with an 
electric motor to give it some clean-air boost when 
needed.

However, unlike the sporty CRZ, which em-
ploys a manual gearbox and clutch along with its 

electric-assist, the Jazz uses a CVT gearbox, or con-
stantly variable transmission.

The cone-and-belt system’s main principals 
enable the car to stay in the maximum (petrol-
fueled) torque range most of the time, and the 
degree of slippage in the system allows speed to 
build while the revs stay constant. This is handy 
when running around town, as the power take-
up is right there on demand when you hit the ac-
celerator pedal. It’s smooth and fuss-free in city 
environs.

The constantly-variable solution is less pleasing 
in some other conditions, mainly when hauling up 
long inclines. Then the motor hauls hard for long 
periods and drones away, with uninterrupted noise 

intrusion into the cabin. This, by the way, is not a 
Honda-specific problem but applies to all cars fitted 
with CVT power delivery.

Thankfully, Honda engineers are aware of the 
problem too, and they’ve fitted the Jazz Hybrid with 
paddle shifts behind the steering wheel that enable 
the driver to shift ratios at the flick of a finger-tip. 
Other CVT cars employ this to good effect, nota-
bly Suzuki’s Swift CVT, and one of the neat things 
about it is that you end up with what would be 
termed a close-ratio gearbox in conventional terms, 
with small engine rev changes between the trans-
mission steps.

Honda’s Hybrid Approach
It will be interesting to see how many hybrids Honda manages to sell in the next year or so. In the past 12 months, 
Honda South Africa has introduced three new petrol-electro combos (aka hybrids), these being the CRZ sports 
coupé, the Insight hatchback, and now the Jazz, which is like a mini MPV, for want of a better categorisation.

continued on next page 
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The Jazz is fitted with seven such “gears” and by 
selecting the Sport slot on the central transmission 
lever the transmission will hold each ratio until you 
shift up or down using the paddles. You can’t use 
the lever to achieve this, though, and this can be 
a bit embarrassing in tight urban situations where 
you have selected first, pulled away and are im-
mediately required to execute a turn that requires 
more than one armful of steering lock. The gear-
shift paddles turn with the steering wheel, and now 
you are droning away at high revs in first like an 
old granny, trying to work out which of the paddles 
are for an up-shift. Usually, you have to wait until 
executing the right-angle (or greater) turn, release 
the steering so the paddles are where they should 
be, and then shift gear. It’s a pity, in a way, that the 
CVT doesn’t have a clutch to ride while pulling out 
of a parking space, just to complete the “granny” 
impersonation!

I mention this because I found myself using 
the Sport shift-hold function as often as possible 
around town and on the highway. It enables you to 
cruise with the engine turning away at the lowest 
possible revs–at 3 000 rpm on the highway you are 
doing an indicated 130km/h–and also keep the revs 
down and save fuel in city motoring by shifting up 
to the highest appropriate ratio at all times.

Fuel saving becomes a fixation in anything with 
a Hybrid badge, I’ve found. My best recorded figure 

was in a very gentle downhill run from Roodepoort 
to Pretoria on the freeway, where I returned an ex-
tremely impressive 4.6 litres per 100 km. On the re-
turn (uphill) journey the overall figure climbed to 
5.4 litres/100.

And in urban motoring, with lots of up-hills to 
contend with in my particular ‘burb, the figure rose 
to just under 6.0-litres/100.

This is good, but not earth-shatteringly so. A 
small diesel like the Polo 1.2 TDi will probably beat 
it by a small margin in general usage. However, I 
have to say that the car has plenty of smooth punch, 
given that its output is rated as 65 kW for its 1.3-litre 
engine with an additional 10 kW attributed to the 
electric motor.

Incidentally, as is common with these dual-
motivation devices, the battery powering the 
electric motor is charged as soon as there is some 
vehicle retardation, either on the overrun when 
backing off the accelerator, or when braking. The 
gauge provided for battery charge levels never 
dropped to the “depleted” area, but it would be 
possible to do this if you accelerated hard for long 
periods.

Okay, so what about the rest of the car? Well 
it’s a Jazz, which means it is extremely well-built, 
beautifully trimmed with some new-for 2010 de-
tailing, has all the safety devices you’d expect, and 
plenty of interesting storage options. It’s steering 
is light but still Honda-accurate, and my only 
complaint in the chassis department is that the 

springs at the rear are too stiff over really bumpy 
surfaces.

Is it worth it? Well…no. Not unless you are re-
ally committed to pollution free causes. It’s a really 
good car, but at R239 900 it’s nearly R53 000 more 
than the straight petrol Jazz CVT, which will deliver 
fuel consumption figures of only about 1.5-litres per 
100 more than the Hybrid.

Yes, the Hybrid’s Co2 rating of 105 g/km is im-
pressive, but not that much heavier than the Jazz 
1.3’s figure of 138 g/km. And, for all this, no-one 
knows you are a planet-preserver, because by and 
large, unlike the Prius and Honda’s own Insight, it 
looks just like a common-and-parking-lot Jazz. So 
for me, right now, I still think it’s a lot of complexity 
for a lot of money. ■

 continued from previous page
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By sTuarT JohnsTon

Therein lies both the mystique and the millstone 
that Alfa Romeo has hanging around its rear-view 

mirror stalk: It has an amazing history of achieve-
ments collected over the past 100 years or so, but so 
many of its milestones are cloaked in the mists of 
time, that today’s hotshot enthusiasts are a bit per-
plexed as to what all the fuss is about.

Thus, the placement of the enamelled four-leaf 
clover on the front fender of this top Giulietta mod-
el could be seen as a bit chintzy by those unaware 
that the very first World Formula One champion-
ship was won by Nino Farina in an Alfa Romeo. 
Or that the Alfa GTV6 three-litre was the toast of 
the South African production car circuits in South 
Africa in 1984 and ’85.

I approached this test with a pre-conception 
that the 1750 QV was a surprisingly good car, hav-
ing driven it at the launch back in January over 
the wonderful roads in the Cape linking Cape 
Town with Worcester and Franschoek. But also 
that, in terms of bang for buck, its smaller-en-
gined sibling, the Giulietta 1.4 MultiAir, was the 
better deal.

What’s more, as alert readers of AutoLive 
will know, we had that car on test just two weeks 
back, and considered it to be a surprisingly good 
package at R284  000. How then would the 1750 
QV measure up, given that it costs about R50 000 
more?

For starters, it does have a lot more in the way of 
grunt, and this was evident the first time the engine 
spun up into the meaty part of the power-band. An 
extra 382 ccs, coupled with a bigger turbocharger, 
translates to an extra 90 Nm of torque, achieved 
some 600 rpm lower down the rev-range. This extra 
low-down urge is magnified at altitude, and makes 
the larger-engined Giulietta a serious contender for 
hot hatch stoplight honours.

Maximum power is rated at 173 kW, which 
again puts the Giulietta ahead of its benchmark ri-
val, the Golf GTI, on power, and it does feel stronger 
than a GTI on initial urge. However, that power 

Alfa’s Four Leaf Beauty

Let’s get things straight, right up-front, in this re-look at a car launched just 
over five months ago. QV doesn’t stand for quattro-valves, or four-wheel 
drive, or anything technical at all. Quadrifoglio Verde stands for The Green 
Four Leaf Clover, a traditional symbol of Alfa’s racing heritage that harkens 
back to the days when the great Enzo Ferrari ran its racing team before 
World War Two.

continued on next page 
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peak is at 5 500 rpm, and surprisingly, and disap-
pointingly, it has to be said, power tails off beyond 
this point, with a soft rev limiter cutting in to cur-
tail the fun at just 6 000 rpm. An Alfa that only revs 
to 6 000? This hasn’t happened since…well, I’m not 
quite sure what revs Fangio used to pull in 1951, but 
you get the idea!

Still, it is quick. And if you hit the “Dynamique” 
button on the console, the urge is all the more 
sharper, with throttle responses even more dra-
matic. However, despite the QV employing Alfa’s 
Q2 “electronic differential”–a system similar to that 
used by VW on its Scirocco that brakes individual 
front wheels that get wayward when too much pow-
er is fed to them – there is a degree of old-fashioned 
torque steer on tap if you get too enthusiastic on un-
even road surfaces.

The “Dynamique” mode also quickens up the 
steering response, but in a way that doesn’t really 
inspire confidence – there is still an artificiality 
to the steering loading, as you turn the car into a 

corner. It’s a function of Alfa’s use of electrically-
assisted power steering that I first complained about 
on the Mito, and it’s still present on the Giulietta. 
Nevertheless, the grip presented by those 18-inch 
wheels on the QV and 225/40 low profile rubber is 
impressive, and makes this a very wieldy toy in most 
circumstances.

Talking of those wheels, which have a design 
that echoes the four-leaf clover motif so beloved by 
Alfisti: aren’t they beautiful?

They fill out the wheel arches of the car in a 
meaningful way, and this brings me back to my 
original predilection to be dismissive of the 1750 
version because of its extra cost. In fact, visu-
ally, this car really did it for me. Part of that was 
the wheel set, but the biggest factor was the lovely 
burned-burgundy metallic paintjob, which showed 
off the Giulietta’s lines in a way that made me fall in 
love with the car.

I found myself parking it in the driveway, and 
just looking at it. Looking at the subtle interplay of 
line-sweep and curve-confluence on that remark-
able nose. At the imaginative tail light clusters, and 

the knife-edge swage lines down the flanks. Yes in-
deed, this is a car you could lust after very easily, 
and it’s nice to know that it’ll run to 100 in around 
seven seconds off the line (Alfa claims 6.8 zero-
to-100) and on to a top speed of 242 km/h.

Fuel consumption will be around the 10 li-
tres/100 mark, and carbon emissions at the…well, 
if you were a greeny, you wouldn’t be buying one of 
these, now, would you?

Is it worth the extra 50k asking price? Well, 
not really, because the 1.4 MultiAir engine is so 
very, very good. So that’s the one I’d still opt for. 
And with the extra loot I’d specify those four-leaf 
clover wheels, and the burnt-burgundy metal-
lic paint. And take comfort in the fact that with a 
five-year/150 000 km warranty and a six-year main-
tenance plan, that I needn’t worry too much about 
Alfa’s reliability “issues” that are largely a hangover 
from the bad-old 1980s.

What Fiat (Alfa’s parent company) needs to do 
right now, is to market that peace-of mind factor 
with everything at its disposal. The sales figures still 
don’t indicate that this is happening as yet. ■

 continued from previous page

sTuarT JohnsTon

National Auto Glass, since 1992 one of the major 
suppliers of windscreens for the aftermarket sector 
in South Africa, is increasingly targeting the insur-
ance sector of the replacement market.

“We’ve been adding more features to our re-
placement screens to comply with the increasing so-
phistication of some of the latest models in our mar-
ket,” says National Auto Glass Managing Director 
Keith Luyt.

“Items like rear-view mirror mounts, rain sen-
sors and light sensor elements are being added, and 
we’ve been refining our shade-band quality so that 
it is indistinguishable from OEM quality.”

National Auto Glass currently produces 3 500 
replacement windscreens a month for coverage of 
the entire South African market. The East Rand 
(Meadowdale) based company has an established 
network of over 150 dealers countrywide.

With the new thrust into the Insurance replace-
ment market, National Auto Glass has developed 
a claim management system (CMS) that includes 
a central billing system and a call centre facility to 
speed up supply in the event of a windscreen claim. 
The company has contracts with the major insurance 

companies, and established direct on-line links for 
claim authorisation and payment processing.

National Auto Glass also offers a full range of 
glass repair services through its dealers that in-
cludes not only screen replacement, but side and 
rear glass replacement and chip repairs with mobile 
fitment services.

All Auto Glass replacement screens have full E 
Mark, DOT and SABS approval, and the company 
is proud of its “zero tolerance” policy regarding the 
manufacture of its glass.

“We’ve upped our game,” says Luyt. 
“Traditionally we were a real aftermarket supplier. 

We’ve worked hard at improving our replacement 
screens to the point where fitment times have been 
significantly reduced because of our increasing at-
tention to detail.”

As far as the insurance claims side of the busi-
ness is concerned, the company has worked hard to 
streamline claiming processes. A central billing sys-
tem is in place, organised in a policy number/claim 
number sequence, the porevent duplicate claims.

Insurance customers have access 24/7 to 
the National Auto Glass toll free number, 
0800  45  3000, to deal with after-hour emergency 
call-outs. ■

National Auto Glass  

Reinvents Itself

National Auto Glass MD Keith Luyt (left) and National Sales Manager Brian Humphries 
with wind screens packed for delivery. The company produces 3 500 replacement 
screens monthly from its East Rand factory.
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sTaff WriTer

The national Rally to Read project reached new 
heights this year in terms of the funds raised for 
investment in this long-running educational pro-
gramme as well as the number of participants that 
took part in the various rallies.

It was gratifying to the organisers to see sev-
eral additions to the list of companies support-
ing the annual event which is a joint venture be-
tween the McCarthy Motor Group, which is the 
organiser; media partner Financial Mail and the 
READ Educational Trust, which is responsible for 
implementation.

“We are absolutely delighted with the outcome 
of this year’s 10 rallies which took libraries of books 
to learners and provided educator training at 152 
rural schools,” explained the McCarthy Group’s 
Internal Communications and CSI Manager, Iris 
Francis. 

“With the assistance of 75 co-sponsors, we in-
vested more than R6.5-million in this year’s Rally 
to Read programme. These funds were used for the 

improvement of language, literacy and communi-
cation skills of learners in remote, very disadvan-
taged rural schools. 

Ten rallies took place over five weekends this 
year and involved more than 2 000 participants driv-
ing 500 four-wheel drive vehicles. There were about 
180 participants per rally and this event once again 
showed how many of South Africa’s leading compa-
nies can collaborate when aiming for a single objective 
which, in this case, is educational upliftment. The sup-
port this year was even better than the original target 
of approximately 1 400 participants in 450 vehicles.

When visiting the 152 schools the participants 
interacted with about 35 000 learners, who received 
the books, and 2 000 educators who underwent 
training.

Although Brand Pretorius has retired as CEO 
of the McCarthy Group he continues his involve-
ment with Rally to Read as an ambassador and at-
tended two of the rallies. 

“Now that I have more time on my hands, I will 
be able to be even more involved than before in the 
Rally to Read programme. I find it a privilege and 
honour to have the role of Rally to Read ambassador”. 

“The Rally to Read programme is fully integrated 
and well proven. It carries the blessing and support of 
the various departments of education and continues 
to deliver meaningful benefits to learners, educators 
and communities. It is, undoubtedly, one of the most 
significant corporate social investment programmes 
in the area of education,” explained Pretorius.

“The recently released results of an assessment 
of literacy and numeracy in South African schools 
are very concerning,” continued the Rally to Read 
ambassador. “It showed that the national average 
performance in Grade 3 for literacy was only 35%. 
This is very disheartening for a country crying out 
for skilled workers. However, it does highlight the 
fact that Rally to Read is targeted in the right area, 
being the improvement of literacy. It also goes fur-
ther and concentrates on schools in remote rural 
areas that are particularly disadvantaged in the cur-
rent educational system.”

The event’s chief co-coordinator, Iris Francis, 
said “The progress we have made in this project 
is nothing short of amazing. In the first year a 
group of 25 four-wheel drive vehicles delivered 
books worth about R100 000 to 13 schools in rural 
KwaZulu-Natal. We found that the project was so 
well-received that it heralded the start of the annual 
Rally to Read programme. Since then it has grown 
to become national and the number of convoys de-
livering books and other educational material to far 
flung rural schools has grown substantially.

“Many major companies have joined the three 
original sponsors to ensure Rally to Read’s on-going 
success and over the years the project has resulted 
in the investment of almost R50-million in improv-
ing the quality of literacy teaching in remote rural 
schools. Many of these schools are often neglected 
by the mainstream education system so this is a 
much-appreciated undertaking. Rally to Read is, 
above all, an outstanding example of the power and 
impact of collaboration.” ■

Rally to Read investment reaches new heights
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TrisTan Wiggill

And while VW’s entry last year into the smaller 
double-cab bakkie market with its Argentinean 
built Amarok could be seen as a jab into Toyota’s 
exposed ribs, by actively targeting both fleet buy-
ers and farmers with a range of six single-cab die-
sel bakkies (petrol versions come later), it has now 
drawn blood with a jaw smashing uppercut. 

Yet, while the decades-old fight between this 
country’s two best-selling car brands expands to the 
one-ton bakkie fray, it was supremely ironic to find 

that, in the Grahamstown area at least, the weapon 
of choice is the Nissan Hardbody. I guess old habits 
die hard, and in this market particularly, change 
happens about very slowly. 

Converts, though, will find many facets of the 
Amarok worthy of their loyalty. It boasts a payload 
capacity that varies between 1  225 and 1 354kgs 
depending on model and the longest, widest and 
deepest load bay in its class. 

It’s turbocharged range of two-litre engines, be 
they petrol or diesel, single or Bi-turbo, are the most 
fuel-efficient and eco-friendly around. (The 2.0TSI 
petrol engine, to be released in the last quarter of 

2011, is said to deliver 118 kW and 300 Nm of torque 
and is reported to return 9.5 l/100km). 

A good-looking machine, the Amarok also 
boasts a modern and very spacious cabin with all 
the creature comforts anyone would realistically 
need. It dishes up a superbly refined on-road driv-
ing experience – more so once laden–despite its 
no-nonsense ladder-frame chassis and leaf-spring 

Amarok single‑cab draws Hilux blood

Gloves are off in fight for world’s biggest market 
With the world launch of the one-ton Amarok single-cab bakkie 
in the Eastern Cape last week, VWSA has entered the ring with a 
serious contender that will ask many questions of Toyota’s undisputed 
Hilux champ.

continued on next page 
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suspension anatomy. It is also very capable off-road, 
as the launch drive proved (provided the appropri-
ate tyres are specified). You can rest some 250kg 
on the tailgate and tow a braked trailer weigh-
ing 2 800kg. And it’s safe, too, scoring a four-star 
EuroNCAP crash safety rating. 

That said, it isn’t perfect – the window of peak 
torque delivery (between 1 750rpm and 2 500rpm) 
on the 90 kW diesel version is too narrow, which 
makes appropriate gear selection tricky on long-
winding ascents. You frequently find yourself out 
of the ideal rev range, with a downshift causing 
over-revving and an upshift bogging you down. 
The diesel-powered Amarok is also an easy vehi-
cle to stall when pulling off, so a technique where 
more power is applied from the get-go is required. 
This may not be the case with the petrol-turbo 
variants.

To be fair, these diesel-version criticisms could 
be overcome with more time spent behind the 
wheel, something owners will love given its pas-
senger car-like road manners and raised seating 
position. 

The Amarok single cab is offered in two speci-
fication levels–Basic and Trendline–each aimed 
at meeting defined market requirements. In basic 
trim, the bakkie caters to fleet users in the courier/
delivery, construction and mining, rental, small 
business and government sectors, with an overlap 
into technical and manufacturing service provider 
industry’s. This version gets fewer comfort and con-
venience features as standard, although it still gets 
power steering, daytime running lights, a driver 
airbag and height adjustable seats for both driver 
and passenger, among others.

In Trendline clothes the Amarok is aimed at 
users who have a dual-purpose application with a 
crossover between work and leisure. This level is 
aimed at meeting the needs of individual operators 

rather than large volume fleet buyers. Unique 
standard features include a passenger airbag with 
deactivation switch, remote central locking, elec-
tric windows, a radio/cd player, climatic air-con-
ditioning and cruise control, again among several 
others.

Regardless of trim level, a host of electronic 
driver aids are also provided, including Off-road 
ABS, HVV and MSR. HVV intervenes if the front 
wheels are under ABS control but the rear wheels 
are not. In this case, it increases the braking pres-
sure to the rear. MSR is an electronic aid that pre-
vents the driven wheels from locking as a result of 
the engine running against compression should the 
driver suddenly take his foot off the accelerator.

On the subject of engine capacity, VW again 
quashed any ideas of bigger engines, defending the 
view that there is a replacement for displacement, 
but subsequently lamenting that modest engine 
size was preventing the Amarok from entering 
local off-road racing. Having driven the 90 kW 
version with 400kg worth of cement in the back, 
I can safely say the Amarok has enough “krag” for 
most folk.

In all cases, drive is via a 6-speed manual 
transmission with overdrive, while an upshift/
downshift indicator in the instrument display aids 
economical driving by displaying optimal gear-
shift points.

In 4x2 guise, drive goes to the 16-inch as stand-
ard rear wheels, while in the case of all-wheel drive 
4Motion derivatives, a two-speed transfer case 
(with high and low ratios) sends power through 
a rigid 4X4 system (i.e no centre differential). 
Engagement of 4Motion is possible on the fly at the 
press of a button.

Priced from R205 500 for the 2.0TDI 4x2 to 
R335 00 for the 2.0 BiTDI 4Motion, entry into the 
current Amarok range is R35 000 higher than the 
Hilux. Direct comparisons however, will be easier 
to draw when VW’s entry-level petrol model ar-
rives. One must also keep in mind that new versions 
of the popular Ford Ranger / Mazda BT50 duo are 
just around the corner, and these may very prove to 
be the rain in VW’s parade.

As it is, pricing includes VAT, a three-year 
100 000km warranty and five-year 90 000km serv-
ice plan, with service intervals set at 15 000km. ■

 continued from previous page
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sTaff WriTer

Finding the ideal Toyota has become even easier 
thanks to the introduction of a comprehensive mo-
bile website at www.toyotasa.mobi. 

The new mobile website is the next step in a 
comprehensive online strategy by Toyota South 
Africa Motors (TSAM). As part of the strategy, 
TSAM has a portfolio which includes a website 
(www.toyota.co.za) and a stand-alone website for 
the Toyota’s used vehicle division Automark (www.
automark.co.za). The Automark website, which 
is already available in cell phone friendly format 
at mobi.automark.co.za, lists vehicles of many 
different makes.

The new mobi-site has been designed and de-
veloped to offer many of the benefits of the fully 
fledged Toyota South Africa website. This includes 
access to all the vehicles in the South African 
Toyota range, including information on pricing and 
specifications for each vehicle on offer.

Other features of the new mobile site includes 
an active list of Toyota dealers throughout Southern 
Africa, with Toyota still offering the largest and 

most comprehensive dealership coverage of South 
Africa and neighbouring countries.

“We have designed the new mobi-site to al-
low the addition of several new features as they 
are being developed,” says Pieter Klerck, Senior 
Manager: Marketing Communications Planning 
and Advertising at TSAM.

According to Klerck, the range of future ben-
efits is vast and the team at Toyota are already test-
ing several value added features and special smart 
phone-specific applications.

Klerck points to several mobile specific benefits 
to the new toyotasa.mobi site. This includes special 
ring tones, picture downloads and video clips of, 
amongst other things, recent Toyota advertisements 
featuring Buddy the boxer.

“Despite the more compact nature of a mobi-
site we approached the development of the new 
toyotasa.mobi site in a no-compromise way. This 
means that customers will experience the full line 
up of vehicles on offer and even means that they can 
schedule a test drive of their favourite new Toyota 
on their mobile phone,” says Klerck.

The new Toyota mobile website is already live 
at www.toyotasa.mobi, but customers can also type 

www.toyota.co.za and the digital platform will rec-
ognise the fact that a customer is on a mobile device 
and will re-route him to the new mobi-site. ■

Toyota SA goes mobile

sTaff WriTer

June marked an important milestone for General 
Motors South Africa (GMSA) when the Chevrolet 
Corsa Utility exceeded 170 000 sales. 
The bakkie continues to dominate the three quar-
ter ton pick-up segment in South Africa; with mo-
tor industry sales figures for May showing a market 
share of 46.6% for the first five months of 2011 (see 
Naamsa analysis on page 20). 

During this time, the Corsa Utility extended its 
unbroken period as the number one seller in its seg-
ment to 74 months.

Produced at the Struandale plant in Port 
Elizabeth, this light commercial vehicle (LCV) first 
came into the market in February 1997. The Utility 
also holds number one position in quality for the 
past six years in a row as measured by the Synovate 
Quality Survey. In the last survey, it scored 50 prob-
lems per 100 vehicles, whilst its nearest competitors 
in second and third position scored 123 and 186 
problems per 100 vehicles respectively.

Malcolm Gauld, GMSA vice president of 
sales and marketing says that the Utility’s popu-
larity has continued to strengthen having under-
gone a brand change (from Opel Corsa Utility to 
Chevrolet Corsa Utility) just over a year ago. “Sales 
volumes of the Utility increased by more than 12% 
from 2009 to 2010,” he says.

A key factor in this success is the fact that 
the Corsa Utility has redefined the small utility 

vehicle sector in terms of interior space, load car-
rying ability – with a best payload in its class of 
790 kg for the diesel and 680 kg for the 1.4 en-
try-level model – style, and features. These pro-
vide the Corsa Utility with a high level of appeal 
for the serious business user, while providing a 
comfortable second car option for the private 
buyer where it fills both utility and leisure vehicle 
roles. ■

Chevrolet Corsa Utility exceeds 170 000 sales
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By roB handfield-Jones

The fight against drinking and driving has been 
thrown further into disarray by a recent decision by 
the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) to pro-
visionally withdraw all drinking and driving cases 
which rely on evidence generated from Dräger ‘evi-
dentiary quality’ breathalysers.

The problem is not really the Dräger devices 
themselves, but rather sections 65.5 and 65.6 of the 
Road Traffic Act which permit conviction solely on 
breath alcohol levels. These were enacted as a ‘solu-
tion’ to an historic problem: the repeated collapse 
of prosecution cases for reasons related to incor-
rect procedure when motorists have blood samples 
drawn for the purposes of measuring Blood Alcohol 
Concentration (BAC). These problems include 
failure to draw blood timeously, failure to secure 
the chain of evidence, and long backlogs in state 
laboratories.

However, there are unanswered questions 
about the correlation between breath alcohol levels 
and actual BAC, especially given the large variances 
in humans’ ability to metabolise alcohol. And then 
there’s the issue that one may have high breath alco-
hol levels without having a drop of alcohol in one’s 
bloodstream. Imagine you are stopped and breatha-
lysed shortly after using a mouthwash or having a 
dose of cough syrup. Since alcohol is an ingredient 
of many such products, you might soon find your-
self facing a magistrate trying to argue that your 
BAC was, in fact, zero, while the prosecution has a 

printout from an evidentiary quality breathalyser 
saying that you were twice or three times over the 
legal breath alcohol limit. In the absence of a blood 
test there is no way for you to prove otherwise and 
you will be convicted despite not having any alcohol 
in your bloodstream. This is fundamentally unjust, 
and the use of breath alcohol levels as anything 
more than a screening tool sacrifices judicial integ-
rity for ease of prosecution.

Little wonder that public confidence in such 
prosecutions has been severely dented, with a 
Dräger case having already been thrown out of a 
KZN court and other challenges to Dräger-based 
prosecutions under way elsewhere. Despite this, I 
have seen it contended that evidentiary breath al-
cohol measurement is justifiable simply because it 
is used in other countries, but I can’t buy that. Why 
should South Africa allow a prosecution method 
based on a flawed principle which may result in 
sober drivers being convicted unfairly? I think 
South Africa should take the lead in removing 
such legislation from our statute books. Indeed, I 
have increasingly come to believe that we should 
remove all alcohol limits, breath and blood–they 
have shown no deterrent value and their only con-
tribution in the past 30 years has been to increase 
the complexity and cost of prosecutions while cre-
ating a market for laboratory tests and breathalys-
ers. Simultaneously, road deaths have reached an 
all-time high and drunk driving has become an 
epidemic.

We should instead focus on the most impor-
tant aspect: individual driver impairment. Through 

involvement with several drinking and driving 
experiments, I have seen first-hand that some peo-
ple can continue to drive perfectly well at blood or 
breath alcohol concentrations considerably in ex-
cess of the legal limits, while others have the pro-
verbial ‘two beers’ and can barely stagger, let alone 
drive. My belief is that we should base prosecutions 
on video records of proceedings at the scene of 
roadblocks, and focus on arresting drivers who are 
clearly impaired and charging them under Section 
65.1 (“driving under the influence”). That will make 
the cops’ jobs a lot easier. It would also allow for the 
NPA to present irrefutable evidence of driver im-
pairment to the courts, to stop people who drink 
until they’re a danger on the roads from escaping 
conviction on a technicality. ■

Getting Real about 
Drunk Driving

Mouthpiece

Rob Handfield – Jones has spent more than 20 
years in motoring as a driving skills specialist and 

motoring journalist. he has a particular interest 
in road safety awareness and promoting better 

driving. he is currently the Managing director of 
driving.co.za, an advanced-driving school that 
focuses on driving awareness techniques rather 

than track-day go-faster skills.
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While the overall picture is positive, some areas are 
more positive than others. That’s Naamsa’s take on-
new vehicle sales figures released for June 2011.

New car sales for June were up 17.3% at 31 440 
sales compared with June last year and heavy trucks 
and buses were also up–49.2% measured against 
June 2010.

However, light commercial vehicle (LCV) sales 
at 10 998 were down by 1.8% compared to last year’s 
June figure, and so were sales of medium trucks.

The good news is that total vehicle sales showed 
a growth of 12.6% at 44 880 units, up by 5 006 units 
from June last year. And exports had exceeded all 
expectations, showing a 23% growth over the cor-
responding period for 2010.

Of the 44 880 vehicles sold, 85.7% were dealer 
sales, 7.8% were rental sales, 3.6% were corporate or 
fleet sales and 2.9 % were sold to government fleets.

Naamsa comments that the South African 
economy is expected to grow “modestly for an over-
all 2011 growth rate of 3.8 %, but that going forward 
into 2012 a “slower pace of expansion” was indicat-
ed in the medium term.

GMSA

General Motors South Africa (GMSA) continued its 
growth trend through June to realise a very satisfy-
ing 41.1% increase in sales for the first six months 
of the year compared to 2010,” says Malcolm 
Gauld, GMSA Vice President Sales and Marketing. 
“GMSA’s sales for the month were 5 201 units, up 
36% on June 2010 compared to industry sales that 
were up 12.6% for the same period. This translates 
to an increase in total market share of 2.13% during 
the first six months of the year with GMSA holding 
a secure third place amongst the OEMs.

“A key factor in this performance has been the 
market acceptance of our latest range of Chevrolet 
models including the new Aveo, Spark and Cruze 
as well as the latest version of the Captiva released 
during May. In June, the Aveo, Spark and Cruze 
all featured amongst the top ten selling passenger 
vehicles. The imminent release of the new seven-
seaterOrlando MPV will further enhance GMSA’s 
representation in the passenger vehicle market.

“In the light commercial sector, the Chevrolet 
Corsa Utility enjoyed its 75th consecutive month 

of leadership in the sub 1-ton segment, with 1 448 
sales posted for the month. Once again the Corsa 
Ute was ranked second in overall light commercial 
sales. Together with sales of the Isuzu KB GMSA’s 
share of the light commercial market increased to 
21.5% in June.

“Viewing the market as a whole a softening in 
sales is evident although June was the 18th month 
of growth on a year-on-year basis. It is possible that 
the softer sales trend is driven in part by a shortage 
of supply out of Japan on some models. Less than 
ideal economic conditions are impacting on the 
market with a tendency to buy down in price be-
coming evident.

A further factor to consider is that as we move 
ahead through the year the recovery experienced in 
sales in the latter part of 2010 will dilute the growth 
off a weaker base of the earlier part of the current 
year. The higher end volume forecasts for the indus-
try, led by the positive start to the year, might now 
be a little ambitious.

New car sales: June buoyant
While the overall picture is positive, some areas are more positive than others. That’s Naamsa’s take on new 
vehicle sales figures released for June 2011.

Locally-made VW Polo Vivo continues to dominate sales charts.

continued on next page 
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TOYOTA SA

“It was a month of mixed messages, but overall 
sales remained promising,” says Dr Johan van Zyl, 
President and CEO of Toyota South Africa Motors 
(TSAM) and a Managing Officer of Toyota Motor 
Corporation.

“The passenger vehicle segment, when adjust-
ed for seasonal fluctuations, recorded its second 
strongest month of the year, while the light com-
mercial vehicle segment, using the same criteria, 
recorded its second lowest sales month for the year.”

Passenger vehicle sales continue to be fuelled 
by the significant growth in the entry level market. 
This market segment already constitutes 45% of the 
total passenger vehicle market and is expected to 
continue growing as more people purchase smaller 
vehicles following the economic downturn of 2008 
and vehicle options in this segment continue to in-
crease. The Toyota Aygo, Toyota’s new entry level 
A-segment hatch, is a prime example of the growth 
in this segment, with 297 units retailed in June.

“We find that more and more people are re-
turning to showrooms to replace old vehicles. The 
normal replacement cycle was somewhat disrupted 
during the tough economic times of preceding 
years and we now find that people who have post-
poned the replacement of their existing vehicles are 
now doing so,” says Dr Van Zyl.

The new vehicle market is also supported by 
increased purchases from rental companies (up 
128.6% year on year) as they return to normal sea-
sonally bound purchases after the unusual purchase 
pattern for the 2010 Soccer World Cup. Deliveries 
on government tenders have also increases in step 
with the start of the usual tender delivery season.

“Toyota South Africa Motors continues to feel 
the effect of the March 11 tsunami in Japan on the 
availability of certain imported vehicles,” says Dr 
Van Zyl. This had very little effect on our locally pro-
duced Corolla, Fortuner and Hilux products, but has 
delayed the delivery of other highly popular prod-
ucts such as the Quantum, Ses’fikile and Yaris Zen.”

Vehicle exports have grown with the growth 
in the local vehicle market. Total exports surpassed 
the 25 000 unit mark in June (25 295 units), which 
points to a growth of 24.1% for the year to date.

“We have now passed the half year mark and 
expect that the year on year growth to date of 15.7% 
can be sustained to achieve a full year sales target of 
around 570 000 units,” says Dr Van Zyl.

FMCSA

Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa (FMCSA) 
ended second quarter sales on a high, achieving 
100% of their dealer retail sales target and further 
increasing sales volume in a growing market.

“The results are very promising for our dealer 
network and confidence building for Ford Motor 
Company of Southern Africa as we head into a 
busy second half of the year and the promise of new 
products,” said FMCSA’s Vice President Marketing, 
Sales and Service, Dean Stoneley. “As a result, we 
have even more aggressive sales targets for the third 
quarter.”

FMCSA sales during June indicate a strong 
consumer demand for Ford and Mazda products. 
Dealer sales accounted for 91% of FMCSA sales 
during the month indicating continued strong cus-
tomer demand for products. “Significantly, motor-
ists are driving the market; not fleet and govern-
ment sales, which is a strong vote of confidence for a 
reviving economy,” continued Stoneley. 

Ford Figo continued to maintain its Top Three 
sales position. By sales, the popular hatchback was 
the third best-selling car in June. Other strong sales 
results were posted by Fiesta (498) and Bantam 
(838). These strong performers pushed FMCSA 
growth way beyond the market trend, total FMCSA 
sales 31.2% up on the same period last year. 

“Half-year sales have posted a positive result of 
15.7% growth, meaning the country’s new vehicle 
market looks set to approach the 500 000 unit mark 
this year. Lots of product activity and increase in 
supply, boosted by the Johannesburg International 
Motor Show in October should accelerate and meet 
demand for new vehicles in the second half,” said 
Stoneley. ■

 continued from previous page

Ford Figo a popular choice.

Top performingnew passenger 
vehicles: June 2011

Model Volume

1 VW Polo Vivo 2 200

2 VW Polo 1 664

3 Ford Figo 1 474

4 Toyota Corolla 1 335

5 Mercedes-Benz C-Class 1 263

6 BMW 3 Series 1 114

7 Renault Sandero 762

8 VW Polo Vivo Sedan 733

9 VW Golf VI 700

10 ToyotaFortuner 621
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sTaff WriTer

Ever noticed how many 4x4 owners 
hang a pair of commercial “D” shack-
les on the front and rear of their vehi-
cles as if to ensure that they are there 
for an emergency? 

Well, SecureTech do not recom-
mend that you use commercial shack-
les because they say these shackles 
do not show ratings and the pin and 
body are of the same diameter.

Because safety is always para-
mount, the connection to a vehicle 
or “Recovery Point” has to be suitable 
before you attach anything. A stand-
ard tow-bar or gooseneck (tow ball) 
is unsuitable for attachment and any 
form of vehicle to vehicle recovery.

Before venturing off-road and 
attempting a recovery one should 

ensure that you have professionally 
fitted recovery points to the front 
and rear of your vehicle, prefer-
ably with closed eyes as opposed to 
standard hooks. The diameter of the 
eye should also be able to accept the 
shackle pin of a shackle that is rated 
in accordance with the weight of 
your vehicle. 

SecureTech strongly advo-
cate that you carry a variety of Bow 
Shackles so as to cater to all vehicle 
weights involved in a recovery. A 
good range will be from two tons to 
six-and-a-half tons. 

The company advises to only use 
Rated Alloy Recovery Bow Shackles 
with a Work Load Limit of not less 

than 2000kg to attach the strap, ca-
ble or rope. (Fed Spec RR-C-271b/ 
Factor of safety of 6:1).On a rated 
shackle, the pin and body will be of 
a different diameter (the pin is thick-
er). The body is embossed with the 
Work Load Limit (WLL) and batch 
no.

The Bow Shackle has a larger in-
ner working radius than a D Shackle, 
offering more space for a strap or rope 
eye and the ability to achieve greater 
angles when recovering in difficult 
situations.

After tightening a shackle, turn 
the pin a quarter turn back, this will 
make it easier to open after the recov-
ery. The money invested in a profes-
sional recovery course will definitely 
be money well spent and will mini-
mise any risk to yourself, passengers 
and vehicles. ■

SecureTech gives Bow Shackle advice

sTaff WriTer

The South African truck market 
has ended the first half of 2011 on a 
strong note, despite earlier concerns 
that product availability, in the wake 
of the Tōhoku earthquake and tsuna-
mi that struck Japan early in March, 
would act as a constraint on sales 
volumes. During June, total sales of 
2 442 trucks, buses and vans with 
Gross Vehicle Mass ratings of more 
than 3 500 kg were reported to the 
National Association of Automobile 
Manufacturers of South Africa 
(NAAMSA), which was an improve-
ment of 15.4% on the final audited 
volume of 2 116 units recorded during 
May, and the second best individual 
month result thus far in 2011, being 
only 5% off the total sales volume re-
corded in March.

The June 2011 market composi-
tion was made up of 734 Medium 

Commercial Vehicles (GVM ratings 
between 3 501 kg and 8 500 kg), 424 
Heavy Commercials (goods vehicles 
with GVM ratings between 8 501 kg 
and 16 500 kg), 1 167 Extra Heavy 
Commercials (goods vehicles with 
GVM ratings above 16 500 kg) and 117 
passenger Buses with GVM ratings 

above 8 500 kg. (Please note that 
these volumes also include sales re-
ported by Associated Motor Holdings 
and Amalgamated Automobile 
Distributors, presently made up ex-
clusively of MCV class products). 

It was notable that the June re-
sults for both the premium goods 

vehicle XHCV category, and the Bus 
segment, were the best individual 
month performances for the year to 
date, and that the total market, dur-
ing the first six months of the cur-
rent year, outperformed the equiva-
lent first half-year result for 2010 by 
22.1%. ■

June truck sales defy the tsunami 
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sTuarT JohnsTon

Recent media reports have taken the 
company to task for a lack of commit-
ment to the South African motor in-
dustry, particularly because the cars 
are wholly imported, and so are the 
repair and servicing components.

“We would like to redress that 
perception,” says Deon Sonnekus, the 
recently appointed General Manager 
of Corporate Communications for 
Hyundai Automotive South Africa, 
who has lengthy experience not only 
in motoring public relations, but also 
as a motoring writer for some of the 
top publications in the country.

“You only have to look at our 
dealer network to understand the 
employment investment we have in 
South Africa,” says Sonnekus. “In 
southern Africa we have close to 100 

dealerships owned by HASA, and 
taken together with our head-office 
staff, our employment figures cur-
rently run at about 1 900 people.

“The total employment figure for 
our holding company, incidentally, is 
much greater than this. Associated 
Motor Holdings currently has a staff 
complement of 4 300 people.”

Hyundai management points out 
the figure of 1  900 does not include 
the staff members of independently-
owned Hyundai dealerships, current-
ly running at about 50 outlets. It is es-
timated that this adds another 1 500 
people to the number of people who 
directly derive their income from the 
Hyundai Automotive brand.

Sonnekus points out that while 
it is true that all maintenance and 
repair parts are imported, the im-
portation of its parts has a huge im-
pact on the companies handling that 

importation and the distribution of 
spares throughout southern Africa.

“GMA Logistics is a company 
that currently clears all our vehicles 
and parts through customs, and we 
are currently spending some R8-
million with them each year. Then 
there is Sun Couriers, who handle 
our parts distribution and our annual 
spend is R13-million.

“As far as accusations go that we 
don’t manufacture local parts, this 
is essentially true, but not entirely. 
Maxe Stainless Steel manufactures 
our approved parts for our SUV 
ranges, such as the ix35 and Sante Fe, 
and the turnover of items like bull-
bars and side-steps currently runs at 
around the R9.5-million mark.”

Other contracted repair firms 
also benefit from HASA’s presence, 
one of them being the transmis-
sion company Rex Differential and 

Gearbox, where expenditure annu-
ally is over R8-million. Another is 
carpeting company ETL, which does 
business to the tune of R8-million an-
nually making custom-fit floor mats 
for HASA’s complete model range.

Hyundai is also keen to remind 
us of the massive investment it made 
in supplying vehicles for the 2010 
FIFA World Cup. A total spend of 
R60-million comprising the supply of 
some 300 cars and the configuring of 
the Hyundai Park in Sandton still has 
benefits today to the community, as 
the cars driven by FIFA were turned 
over to the national soccer authorities 
for use in development programmes, 
while the Hyundai Park is also still in 
use for various events. ■

Hyundai counters “non‑
investment” accusations
Hyundai South Africa has reacted to recent criticism that the Korean-owned 
company has a shortfall in its investment in this country, because it is does not have 
a local manufacturing base.
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TrisTan Wiggill 

Replacing Toyota as market-leader and number one 
seller in the country is not insignificant. And while 
the devastating earthquake and subsequent tsuna-
mi in March hasn’t helped Toyota’s resistance, VW’s 
ascendency to King cannot simply be attributed to 
Mother Nature’s hand.

Toyota, which has (ironically given recent 
events) ploughed huge amounts of time, money, 
resources and energy into hybrid vehicles, has for-
gotten about the aspirations of its customers. It has 
forgotten about its enthusiasts. More accurately, by 
committing to “green” initiatives, it has been forced 
to rethink many things, particularly motorsport, 
which evokes an image that clashes heavily with the 
interests of the environment.

This change in Toyota’s focus globally means 
that it leads the way in hybrid technology, but has 
sent any semblance of enthusiast-driven desirabil-
ity there was for its products down the river. First 
it ceased production of its Supra. Then it pulled out 
of the World Rally Championship. And then it quit 
Formula1. 

And as I write this, Toyota SA has not a sin-
gle high-performance production car in its show-
rooms (in the world of GTI’s the tepid AurisX sim-
ply doesn’t cut it) and there is not a single coupé, 

convertible or GT in the entire Toyota stable. I feel a 
yawn coming on…

It also doesn’t help that conservative Toyota 
Japan has an aversion to turbocharging petrol en-
gines, particularly given the altitude in Gauteng, 
while the German bravado sees them sommer com-
bine super and turbocharging at the same time!

Toyota’s problem is further exacerbated by the 
fact that the majority of the models in its staid line-
up are at the end of their lifecycles (even the newly 
introduced Aygo is not technically new, having be-
ing first produced six years ago), and must wait un-
til 2012 before the new Hilux and Yaris arrive. But 
they hardly get the blood pumping, do they?

Contrast this with VW: the immensely popular 
Golf GTI which, in generation V form, constituted 
over 50% of all the Golf V’s sold in South Africa. It 
followed this up with the exciting Scirocco, before 
tapping into new markets with the Amarok.

Fact is, it has the right cars at the right time, 
sometimes purposefully at the wrong price. These 
days the top-of-the-range (188 kW nogal) Golf R 
sells for over R420 000, which is silly money to pay 

for a Golf, but the effect such a product has on VW’s 
brand image is enormous. People generally want 
what they can’t afford and, in the same vein, this is 
exactly what the Bugatti Veyron was all about for 
VW AG, just on a larger scale. 

The Germans are willing to toss vast sums of 
money into an endless pit, simply to create an image 
and to send a message to its customers. 

Ultimately when VW does this it is paying for 
bar-room banter, street-cred and the formation of 
lifelong dreams in young boys. What ten year-old 
has a poster of a Prius on his bedroom wall I ask? 
Not many I bet, because fast cars are sexy and hy-
brids aren’t. Young people lust after thrills and 
exhilaration, not reduced emissions and a silent 
means of getting from point A to point B.

But let’s not write Toyota off just yet. There is 
hope. A new car, and perhaps a new era, dawns with 
an intriguing partnership in the Land of the Rising 
Sun (see pages 1 & 2). ■

How pioneering has cost Toyota

Comments? Complaints? Suggestions? 
E‑mail stujohn@autolive.co.za

Toyota’s long-time rival, Volkswagen, which for 30 years went about its business very much in the Japanese’s 
corporation’s shadow here, is now firmly in the driving seat. 

“Toyota must wait until 2012 
before the new Hilux and Yaris 
arrive. But they hardly get the 

blood pumping, do they?”

New Yaris.

New Hilux.

Worldwide cumulative sales of Toyota hybrid vehicles have 
topped the three  million mark.
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